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Abstract 
 

Public authorities and transport operators are both involved in the provision of public transport 
services. There is a contrast between the social goals of the former and the private ones of the latter. 
Regulation plays an important role especially failing competition. Service contracts are the natural 
method to set bilateral commitments. After a brief description of the most important regulatory 
procedures, we focus our attention on the quality framework in service contracts. In recent years the 
inclusion of quality requirements in contracts is becoming common practice, especially when adopting 
price cap regulation. This paper suggests a criterion for service quality definition, measurement and 
integration in contracts for the production of socially valuable transport services. Using stated preferences 
methods and choice-based conjoint analysis to analyse customer preferences we estimate the passengers’ 
evaluation of different service features and calculate a service quality index. A case study demonstrates 
the procedure to follow for measuring service quality in local public transport. 
 
Keywords: service quality, stated preferences, service contracts. 
 
 

Introduction 
Public authorities and transport operators are both involved in the provision of public 

transport services. There is a contrast between the social goals of the former and the 
private ones of the latter. Private firms maximise profits without considering social 
welfare. Regulation plays an important role especially failing competition. Service 
contracts are the natural method to set bilateral commitments. A contract between the 
authority and the operator constitute the instrument to induce firms in naturally non-
competitive markets to act in line with social targets. Only in a few countries in Europe, 
the relation between authorities and transport operators are not regulated by a service 
contract. 
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The question of regulatory procedures has generated an extensive literature. The 
traditional rate-of-return (ROR) regulation has been examined by many authors (Averch 
and Johnson, 1962; Baumol and Klevorick, 1970; Bailey, 1973; Das, 1980 and others) 
who agreed that ROR induces firms to produce inefficiently causing damages to 
consumers. Other regulatory procedures have been developed. Sappington and Sibley 
(1988) proposed the “incremental surplus subsidy scheme” which induces a subsidized 
firm in a natural monopoly to price at marginal cost and use the cost-minimizing input 
mix. Various authors recognized the importance of billing algorithms as a potentially 
strategic key for increasing social welfare. Boiteux (1960), Williamson (1966) and 
others identified the optimal time-of-use prices. Willig (1978) and Panzar (1977) 
formalized a regulatory procedure including multipart and self-selecting tariffs. Another 
famous regulatory procedure is the price cap system where price is set by the regulator 
and is adjusted over time (Acton and Vogelsang, 1989) leading to more specific 
investment in cost-effective innovation (See Train, 1991 for a wide literature review).  

Public transport has long been dominated by a production-oriented approach, but it is 
now progressively moving towards a more customer-oriented one and in recent years 
the inclusion of quality requirements in contracts is becoming common practice. In this 
paper we focus our attention on the quality framework in service contracts and we 
suggest a criterion for service quality definition, measurement and integration in 
contracts for the production of socially valuable transport services. This contractual 
context is becoming more relevant since in recent contributions (Bergantino et al., 
2006) there is a clear and specific reference to service quality factors in regulatory 
schemes based on price cap. Bergantino (2006) specifically refers to a price-quality cap 
system. 

This paper is structured as follows. Paragraph 2 illustrates the various approaches 
developed to tackle the problem of quality definition and measurement stressing the 
advantages connected to the approach adopted in this paper. Paragraph 3 describes how 
the method proposed could be used in the context of contractual definition of quality 
when preparing a public transport service contract. Paragraph 4 shows a case study that 
demonstrates the procedure to follow for calculating a service quality index (SQI). 
Finally paragraph 5 proposes some concluding remarks. 

 

Measuring Service Quality 
The issue of quality is contentious. Although it is recognised as a key management 

tool, it still remains a fairly subjective concept. Quality is often related to the notion of 
standards, but in many cases the existing standards are linked to performance 
determinants which are not very important for the customer. We reject the resulting 
assumption of different kinds of quality, such as “expected” and “perceived” quality or 
“targeted” and “delivered” quality and believe that there is only one sort of quality and 
it must be strongly user-oriented, that is, based on customer preferences.  

A second problem concerns the measurement method. Difficulties arise from the 
specific and subjective nature of services. The distinctive characteristics of intangibility, 
heterogeneity, inseparability and perishability make services unique and different from 
goods and thus rendering service quality evaluation a more complicated task. The most 
popular tools are basically customer satisfaction surveys in which respondents are asked 
to evaluate several quality factors. Data are generally analysed by multivariate statistical 
techniques like factor analysis, principal components, regression or structural equation 
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models. SERVQUAL, proposed by Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry (1988), is the 
method that has attracted the greatest attention. It is a multiple-item scale for rating both 
the expectations and the perceptions of the service performance on a seven-point Likert 
scale. They measure service quality by means of the disconfirmation model, calculating 
the degree and direction of discrepancy between consumers’ perceptions and 
expectations about different dimensions of the service. Other famous methods are, for 
example, SERVPERF (Cronin and Taylor, 1992), Normed Quality (Teas, 1993) and 
Zone Of Tolerance (Zeithaml et al., 1993). 

The intent to overcome some critical factors pertaining to the above techniques like 
conceptual basis, psychometric problems or troubles with the usage of Likert scales 
such as the well-documented tendency for respondents to choose central response 
options rather than extreme ones, the impact of the number of scale points used, the 
influence of the format and the verbal labelling of the points and the transformation 
from ordinal data to cardinal data, induced us to search for a new approach for 
measuring service quality. Following Hensher (2003) we adopt an alternative method 
with the same level of general appeal (Gatta, 2006). 

First of all, quality is linked with the concept of utility gained by the consumers. 
Every service implies a certain level of utility depending on its characteristics. The 
higher is the level of quality delivered, the greater is the corresponding utility. Another 
crucial point is the assumption that individuals’ preferences are captured by utility 
functions. The higher is the utility level of a service, the greater is the probability that a 
consumer prefers that service.    

In order to represent service quality as determined by consumers, we suggest to 
employ a stated preference (SP) survey in which individuals are asked to choose, 
according to their preferences, among a set of options. In particular, we recommend 
choice-based conjoint analysis (CBCA), a decompositional method that estimates the 
structure of consumers’ preferences given their choices between alternative service 
options. These options are constructed in terms of levels of different service 
characteristics (attributes) and designed by the researcher. The alternative with the 
highest utility is chosen. Through this technique we are able to estimate utility functions 
and identify the relative importance of the relevant attributes using conjoint evaluations 
of the attributes. This method is more reliable than the traditional ones in which 
attributes are evaluated one at a time. 

The major theoretical aspects are now briefly recalled. According to random utility 
theory (RUT) proposed by Thurstone (1927), utility is modelled as a random variable in 
order to reflect the assumption that the decision-maker has a perfect discriminative 
capability, while the analyst has incomplete information (Ben Akiva and Lerman, 1985) 
deriving from unobserved alternative attributes, unobserved individual characteristics or 
measurement errors (Manski, 1977). The utility that individual q associates with 
alternative i  is given by 

 
iq iq iqU V ε= +      (1.1) 

 
where Viq is the deterministic part of the utility and εiq is the random term, capturing 

uncertainty. The deterministic term is a linear in the parameters function of the 
attributes of the alternatives 

 
i iV Xβ=                  (1.2) 
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where iqX  is the vector of attributes as perceived by individual q for alternative i, and 

β  is the vector of related parameters. 
Mc Fadden (1974) supposed that an individual facing a finite choice set selects the 

alternative that maximizes utility. He proposed a probabilistic approach where the 
probability that individual q chooses alternative i from choice set C (J alternatives) is 

 
( | ) [( ) ( )],

( ; ) ( )

q jq iq iq jq

jq iq iq jq q q

P i C P V V j i

I V V j i f d
ε

ε ε

ε ε ε ε

= − < − ∀ ≠

= − < − ∀ ≠∫   
(1.3) 

 
where f(εq) is the joint density of the random vector εq = (ε1q,…, εJq), I(•) is the 

indicator function equalling 1 when the expression in parenthesis is true and 0 
otherwise. That probability is a multidimensional integral over the density of the 
unobserved portion of utility. Equation (1.3) is referred to as a random utility model 
(RUM) explanation of observed choices. Different assumptions about the distribution of 
the random term imply different discrete choice models that can be used to analyze the 
gathered choice data with the purpose of estimating the β -parameters and calculating a 
SQI. 

 

Service quality, service contracts and incentives 
A key element involves the inclusion of quality in contracting procedures. We assume 

that the service contract between the authority awarding it and the operator producing 
the service should explicitly foresee a minimum level of service quality measured in 
terms of a given level of SQI. The intention is to achieve the best possible service from 
the user’s point of view according to operator’s capabilities to fulfil the requirements 
specified by the authority. 

The question of how to establish a minimum SQI level is not trivial. The task is 
complicated by the significant asymmetry in the available information. Usually, 
regulators dispose of less information about the firms’ cost and demand function than 
do the firms themselves and hence do not know whether the firm is able to provide the 
targeted quality level or the exact cost it has to bear. However, regulators know that 
firms act in order to maximize their own profit (Train, 1991). When contracting there is 
an important distinction between ex-ante quality, as stipulated in the contract, and ex-
post quality, after the contract is let. After fixing a SQI target, one has to start a 
monitoring system so that the quality of the service supplied can be kept under control. 
In order to get good results it is essential that the SQI monitoring system is assigned to 
an independent party. 

Strong incentives result from the appropriate definition and measurement of a SQI. In 
fact, a better service quality produces higher user satisfaction and a more attractive 
service that implies new customers and consequently higher revenues for the operators 
who may invest them to improve service quality (QUATTRO Research Consortium, 
1998). SQI targets should be modified over time according to individual preferences 
variations.   
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Empirical measurement of a SQI 
 
Case study description 

 
In this section we illustrate a case study conducted in five geographical areas of the 

Marche a region in central Italy. We describe a procedure for measuring and integrating 
service quality in local public transport contracts. The project was carried out in 
collaboration with the local transport operator. The interview we prepared was 
composed of two sections: in the first one respondents were asked to provide 
information about their current trip, referred to as revealed preference (RP) data, and, in 
addition, about their socioeconomic characteristics; in the second one the interviewee 
had to make repeated choices between three alternatives, one representing her current 
trip (status quo) and two hypothetical trips (different bundles of trip attribute level), 
referred to as SP data. After a careful literature review and focus groups with customers 
and local operators we considered the following five attributes as the most appropriate 
dimensions to characterize service quality from a user’s perspective: bus fare (Cost); 
amount of delay at bus stop (Delay); bus travel time (Trip Length); bus frequency - 
number of buses per hour (Frequency); amount of time between service inception and 
service closure (Availability). 

The attribute levels were selected as percentage changes from the status quo. Even 
though this choice implied complexity and cumulative cognitive burden for 
respondents, it enabled attributes to be anchored to current experience, so that 
respondents could choose from a more realistic choice set . Through a formal 
experimental design, the attribute levels were combined into bus options and we 
constructed 8 choice sets per interview. One of these choice sets had a control function, 
in fact it was formed by three fixed-design alternatives: the best possible one, the worst 
one and the current one. We ignored all the interviews in which the agents failed to 
answer correctly the control choice exercise. To allow for a rich variation in the 
combination of attributes levels we prepared 25 different versions of the survey form. 
Overall, we administered 264 interviews either on board or at the bus stops. 

 
Revealed Preference data 

 
Table 1 provides information about the socioeconomic variables we included in the 

survey for each geographical segment. 
The sample is composed of 142 females and 122 males. In all but area 4 males are 

less than females. Although the average age is 30, the 69,7% of the sample is under 30 
(95,4% in area 1). About half of the sample is composed by students and the annual 
income is under 2.500€ (about 75% in area 1). Almost all of the sample is made up of 
Italians. As regards the frequency of bus usage, the most representative class (34,8%) is 
the first one, that uses the bus “almost every day”, except for area 4 where “once every 
two weeks” has a share of 58,3%. The data just described suggest that the sampled 
people have knowledge of the service delivered and the conclusions drawn from their 
responses should be considered reliable. Study is the main trip purpose (46,2%) while in 
half of the cases there is no availability of alternative means of transport so the bus is a 
forced choice. 
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Table (1): socioeconomic data by area. 

SOCIOECONOMIC VARIABLES AREA All 
 1 2 3 4 5  
          

Female 60,0% 53,3% 55,3% 45,0% 55,3% 53,8% 
GENDER 

Male 40,0% 46,7% 44,7% 55,0% 44,7% 46,2% 
          

<30 95,4% 55,6% 53,2% 71,7% 61,7% 69,7% 
30-50 3,1% 31,1% 29,8% 21,7% 27,7% 21,2% AGE 
>50 1,5% 13,3% 17,0% 6,7% 10,6% 9,1% 

          
Foreign 6,2% - 12,8% 6,7% 14,9% 8,0% 

NATIONALITY 
Italian 93,8% 100,0% 87,2% 93,3% 85,1% 92,0% 

          
<2500 72,2% 45,8% 37,0% 41,7% 42,3% 45,8% 
2500-5000 22,2% 12,5% 22,2% 27,8% 19,2% 21,4% 
5000-10000 - 12,5% 14,8% 8,3% 23,1% 12,2% 
10000-15000 5,6% 12,5% 11,1% 5,6% 3,8% 7,6% 
15000-20000 - 12,5% 3,7% 8,3% 7,7% 6,9% 

INCOME 
(€ annual) 

>20000 - 4,2% 11,1% 8,3% 3,8% 6,1% 
          

Employed full time - 33,3% 19,1% 16,7% 21,3% 16,7% 
Self-employed worker 3,1% 4,4% 6,4% 3,3% 4,3% 4,2% 
Student 75,4% 33,3% 36,2% 60,0% 38,3% 51,1% 
Student-worker 20,0% 8,9% 8,5% 13,3% 8,5% 12,5% 
Retired or pensioner - 6,7% 12,8% 3,3% 4,3% 4,9% 
Unemployed - 4,4% 4,3% - 10,6% 3,4% 
Housewife 1,5% 8,9% 4,3% 3,3% 6,4% 4,5% 

MAIN OCCUPATION 

Other - - 8,5% - 6,4% 2,7% 
          

Almost every day 46,2% 37,8% 42,6% 8,3% 42,6% 34,8% 
1-3 times a week 29,2% 22,2% 27,7% 13,3% 25,5% 23,5% 
Once every two weeks 9,2% 13,3% 8,5% 58,3% 19,1% 22,7% 

FREQUENCY OF BUS 
USAGE 

Rarely 15,4% 26,7% 21,3% 20,0% 12,8% 18,9% 
          

Study 87,7% 28,9% 34,0% 38,3% 27,7% 46,2% 
Work 4,6% 26,7% 27,7% 15,0% 38,3% 20,8% 
Leisure 4,6% 28,9% 12,8% 33,3% 23,4% 20,1% 

TRIP PURPOSE 

Other 3,1% 15,6% 25,5% 13,3% 10,6% 12,9% 
          

None 63,1% 26,7% 31,9% 60,0% 44,7% 47,3% 
Car 18,5% 33,3% 44,7% 31,7% 25,5% 29,9% 
Motorcycle 1,5% 6,7% 2,1% - 8,5% 3,4% 
Scooter 10,8% 13,3% 10,6% 3,3% 17,0% 10,6% 
Other - - 4,3% - - 0,8% 

AVAILABILITY OF 
ALTERNATIVE MEANS OF 
TRANSPORT 

More than one 6,2% 20,0% 6,4% 5,0% 4,3% 8,0% 
          
TOTAL RESPONSES (N) 65 45 47 60 47 264 
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Table 2 reports the average attribute levels associated with the current trip and the 
relative average cutoffs by segment. Before commenting the results, we briefly clarify 
the meaning of cutoffs. A cutoff is a self-imposed constraint by the decision maker. 
According to Swait (2001) we have extended the traditional compensatory utility 
maximization framework incorporating attribute cutoffs into the decision problem 
formulation. We asked people to state their upper bounds for variables which have a 
negative impact on utility and lower bounds for those with positive impact on utility. 
Then allowing respondents to violate the self-imposed constraints at a potential cost 
leads to the formulation of a penalized utility function and implies non-linearities in the 
preference function. 

Table (2): average attribute levels and relative average cutoffs. 

 AREA All 
 1 2 3 4 5  
ATTRIBUTES IN 
CURRENT TRIP       

         
COST (€) 0,65 0,73 0,71 2,05 0,99 1,05 
         
DELAY (min) 1,80 2,79 1,74 1,84 1,49 1,92 
         
TRIP LENGTH (min) 9,14 10,79 14,37 48,71 21,21 21,33 
         
FREQUENCY (n°buses/h) 2,9 2,0 1,7 1,1 1,9 1,9 
         
AVAILABILITY (min) 796 816 772 853 857 818 
              
ATTRIBUTES CUTOFF         
         
COST_Cutoff 0,98 1,10 1,11 2,86 1,41 1,52 

  (+50%) (+51%) (+57%) (+40%) (+42%) (+45%) 
DELAY _Cutoff 10,87 9,35 11,13 12,86 10,71 11,07 
  (+504%) (+235%) (+539%) (+597%) (+617%) (+477%) 
TRIP LENGTH _Cutoff 16,80 17,53 21,92 61,96 31,40 30,50 
  (+84%) (+63%) (+53%) (+27%) (+48%) (+43%) 
FREQUENCY_Cutoff 1,5 1,1 0,9 0,8 1,2 1,1 
  (-47%) (-42%) (-47%) (-21%) (-37%) (-41%) 
AVAILABILITY_Cutoff 628 677 551 685 664 641 
  (-21%) (-17%) (-29%) (-20%) (-23%) (-22%) 

 
 
As we can see in Table 2, the average bus fare is approximately 1€ while on average 

the maximum level of bus fare that respondents are willing to pay is about 1,50€. The 
high fare experienced in area 4 is due to the fact that user in that area don’t often buy 
monthly tickets . The average delay is about 2 minutes while the cutoff is about 11 
minutes. If we look at the percentage increase of delay and compare it with the other 
percentage variations, we find a surprising result: while agents are willing to accept an 
increase of 477% of current delay, on the other hand, the increase (or decrease) in other 
attributes is never greater than 50%. This fact reflects an underestimation of the actual 
delay because of the large number of interviews that were administered at the terminus. 
Bus travel time is around 21 minutes while the cutoff is about 30 minutes. The number 
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of buses per hour is about 2 while the cutoff is not much greater than 1. Finally, the time 
interval between the first and the last bus is 818 minutes and users are willing to accept 
a decrease till 614 minutes. 

 
Econometric results 

 
Now we turn our attention to the issue of parameter estimation. We may obtain 

information about the relative importance of the attributes using discrete choice models. 
Multinomial logit (ML), is derived from the assumption that the error terms of the 
utility functions are independent and identically Gumbel distributed. The choice 
probabilities of ML are expressed as follows 

 

1

( | )
iq

jq

X

q J
X

j

eP i C
e

λβ

λβ

=

=

∑
    

(1.4) 

 
where λ is the scale parameter inversely related to the variance of the error term1.  
We have data from 5 different areas so we cannot simply estimate 5 different MLs. In 

order to make meaningful comparisons between attributes parameters associated with 
different geographical segments we follow Hensher et al. (2003); we pool the data and 
use the nested logit (NL) structure as a trick to reveal differences in scale. Normalising 
the scale parameter for one segment (area 1) allows variation  for the other four 
segments.  

The econometric results with the scaled coefficients are summarised in Table 3. 
Besides the five attributes we included the cutoff violations (e.g. COST_VC), that is the 
positive amount by which the lower and upper cutoffs for each attribute are violated, as 
explanatory variables. Therefore the parameters associated to these quantities should be 
negative, representing marginal disutilities. 

In the final model we included all the variables which have significant parameter.  
The overall explanatory power of this non-linear model is very high, a pseudo-R2 of 

0,7 is equivalent to approximately 0,9 for a linear model (Domencich and Mc Fadden, 
1975) and this is in line with a similar study conducted in a different environment 
(Hensher et al., 2003). The interpretation is very interesting since the weights of the 
attributes vary between areas. Area 1 is the most price sensitive while area 4 is the least 
price sensitive. Area 2 is characterised by a very high cutoff of bus fare. Area 1 shows 
the highest coefficients for delay and trip length. People in area 4 are the most sensitive 
to bus frequency and the associated cutoff has a significant impact. People in area 2 are 
the most responsive to service availability. Finally, the scale parameters are all 
statistically significant and different from one (except for area 4) indicating that the data  
cannot be pooled. 

 

                                                 
1 In most cases, the arbitrary decision about λ does not matter and can be safely ignored, but since the 
scale factor affects the values of the estimated taste parameters (the larger the scale, the bigger the 
coefficients), one should never directly compare the coefficients from different choice models 
(Adamowicz et al., 1998). 
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Table (3): final model with the scaled coefficients. 

VARIABLE AREA 
 1 2 3 4 5 

  β -COEFFICIENT 
        
COST -2,8287 -0,8358 -1,6680 -0,7472 -1,4181 
  (0,000) -0,0020 (0,000) (0,000) (0,000) 
DELAY -0,2414 -0,1094 -0,0492 -0,1212 -0,0886 
  (0,000) (0,000) (0,013) (0,000) (0,010) 
TRIP LENGTH -0,0332 -0,0261 -0,0303 -0,0168 -0,0292 
  (0,047) (0,049) (0,011) (0,000) (0,000) 
FREQUENCY 0,2251 0,5747 0,3757 0,6132 0,1588 
  (0,000) (0,000) (0,000) (0,004) (0,007) 
AVAILABILITY 0,0034 0,0040 0,0027 0,0033 0,0029 
  (0,000) (0,000) (0,000) (0,000) (0,000) 

COST_VC - -6,0148 - -0,8768 -1,6492 
   (0,000)  (0,022) (0,029) 

TRIP LENGTH _VC - - -0,1153 - - 
    (0,044)    

FREQUENCY _VC - - - -2,1301 -0,7756 
     (0,000) (0,009) 

SCALE PARAMETER 1,0000 0,6378 0,7653 0,9529 0,6802 

  (0,000) (0,000) (0,000) (0,000) (0,000) 

            
Log likelihood function       -1598.892        
Restricted log likelihood     -5394.436        
 Chi squared                    7591.089        
Degrees of freedom                   35        
Prob[ChiSqd > value] =         .0000000        
R2=1-LogL/LogL*  Log-L fncn  R-sqrd  RsqAdj    
No coefficients  -5394.4360  .70360  .70098    

 
 

Calculating a Service Quality Index 
 
In drafting contracts, it is crucial to take into account the local conditions and the 

distinctive characteristics of the public transport system considered. Hence, setting the 
minimum SQI level should be context-specific. 

In order to calculate a SQI for each area we first calculate the SQI measure for each 
user through the formula 

 

1

K

q k kq
k

SQI Xβ
=

=∑
     

(1.5) 

 
The SQI for user q is obtained by multiplying the RP attribute levels, as perceived by 

user q, by the appropriate scaled β -parameter in Table 3 and summing across the k  
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attributes (in this case five). Then for each geographical segment s the overall SQI is 
measured by taking the individual SQI average for the sampled users in each area: 

 

1
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q
q
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s
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SQI

n
==
∑

     
(1.6) 

 
Table 4 shows the overall SQIs and the contributions of each attribute by area.  
The various SQIs assume values between 0,69 (area 5) and 3,18 (area 2) and the mean 

is 1,24. As expected, bus fare, delay and travel time are sources of negative utility while 
service frequency and service availability offer positive contributions. In particular 
service availability is the most important attribute in explaining user satisfaction in each 
segment. Increasing the amount of time between service inception and service closure 
has the greatest effect in improving the SQI. 

Moreover, SQI measures for different scenarios of public transport service can be 
calculated, since different mixes of attribute levels produce different SQI indexes. 

Table (4): SQI and attributes contributions per area. 

ATTRIBUTES AREA  
 1 2 3 4 5 All 
         
SQI_COST* -1,84 -0,61 -1,19 -1,53 -1,40 -1,36 
SQI_DELAY* -0,43 -0,31 -0,09 -0,22 -0,13 -0,25 
SQI_TRIP LENGTH* -0,30 -0,28 -0,44 -0,82 -0,62 -0,49 
SQI_FREQUENCY* 0,66 1,12 0,62 0,66 0,31 0,67 
SQI_AVAILABILITY* 2,70 3,25 2,11 2,80 2,53 2,68 
              
SQI 0,78 3,18 1,02 0,88 0,69 1,24 
       
*Contributions account for cutoffs’ influence 

 

Conclusions 
This paper has analysed service quality measurement and its integration in service 

contracts so to provide correct regulatory incentives via the introduction of the proposed 
quality specification and measurement. A case study illustrates the mechanism. In order 
to obtain reliable results, in the future a carefully structured sampling plan is needed. 

Using SP methods and CBCA we estimate passengers’ evaluation of different bus 
service features which users perceive to be the sources of utility and via discrete choice 
models we calculate a SQI.  

Future research will pursue two different goals both related to the practical impact 
that SQI measurement might have. 

On the one hand, we would like to explore the role SQI might have within a service 
quality contract based on a price-quality cap as recent contributions underline 
(Bergantino et al., 2006; Billette de Villemeur et al., 2003; Cremer et al., 1997). 

On the other hand, we would like to study the potential applications a SQI might have 
in defining a marketing strategy aimed at increasing profits. In fact, from the supplier’s 
point of view, there is a need to establish the optimum trade-off between the service 
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quality and its supply cost. The proposed method may also provide a useful 
performance assessment tool, in fact the operators may well understand where to focus 
their investment in order to reach a high level of service quality and increase their 
competitive advantage without wasting financial resources in relatively less important 
attributes amelioration. 

The focus on quality should be a shared goal by the authorities and operators involved 
in the provision of transport services and the adoption of the suggested framework could 
prove a first step in this direction. 
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